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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence brings exciting innovations in all aspects of life 

and creates new opportunities across industry sectors. At the same time, it raises 

significant questions in terms of trust, ethics, and accountability. This paper of-

fers an introduction to the AI4Media project, which aims to build on recent ad-

vances of AI in order to offer innovative tools to the media sector. AI4Media 

unifies the fragmented landscape of media-related AI technologies by investi-

gating new learning paradigms and distributed AI, exploring issues of AI ex-

plainability, robustness and privacy, examining AI techniques for content anal-

ysis, and exploiting AI to address major societal challenges. In this paper, we 

focus on our vision of how such AI technologies can reshape the media sector, 

by discussing seven industrial use cases that range from combating disinfor-

mation in social media and supporting journalists for news story creation, to 

high quality video production, game design, and artistic co-creation. For each of 

these use cases, we highlight the present challenges and needs, and explain how 

they can be efficiently addressed by using innovative AI-driven solutions. 

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Media, Democracy, Society, Use Cases, So-

cial Media, Content Automation, Vision, Journalism, Co-creation, Gaming. 
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1 Artificial Intelligence in the Service of Media, Society and 

Democracy: Current Challenges & Opportunities 

Following a series of breakthroughs in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), new 

technologies are emerging which are ushering a wave of innovations in all aspects of 

business and society, across industry sectors such as transportation, health or finance, 

for global goals such as fighting climate change, also impacting the media industry, 

journalism and politics [1]. In all these facets of economic and social life, AI is dis-

rupting existing practices and creates opportunities. The exploitation of these oppor-

tunities brings significant socio-economic changes that necessitate a focus on issues 

of trust, ethics and accountability, besides the pursuit of technological excellence and 

financial profit. 

This human-centric and trustworthy ethical brand of AI is particularly relevant to 

the media sector. Digital media permeates most aspects of human and social activity 

and is intertwined with information exchange and knowledge transfer. Machine vision 

and visual content understanding were some of the first fields to exhibit significant 

breakthroughs in the evolution of AI, including advances in audio/music analysis and 

generation, text and language analysis, and modeling of social trends. The media 

market is already benefiting from AI-based support across the value chain: for media 

newsgathering, production, distribution, and delivery as well as audience analysis. 

This includes a range of tools and services for processes such as information analysis, 

content creation, media editing, content optimisation, audience preference analysis, 

and recommender systems [2].  

Furthermore, it has become apparent that society and politics are increasingly af-

fected by AI developments. There is strong concern that the combination of the power 

held by the major, globally operating social media platforms and the large-scale au-

tomation capabilities associated with these platforms offered by AI technology could 

prove detrimental to individuals, society and democracy [3]. For instance, AI-

powered bot collectives were found to have played an important role in shaping the 

results of US Elections in 2016 and the Brexit referendum [4] while the recent advent 

of synthetic media technology is posing new risks to citizens’ trust in online content. 

AI technologies are expected to disrupt the media industry through advances in 

content synthesis, analysis, and distribution, but also by offering new deeper insights 

into the complex and rapidly evolving social processes that unfold online and offline 

by sensing citizen activities, interests and opinions [2]. AI technology could help 

shape the democratic role of the media by enabling new ways of being informed, of 

deliberation, political participation, and decision making. In addition, AI technologies 

could support the relationship between media providers and their audiences, helping 

to align with the needs of media users and citizens. The use of AI can also cut down 

operating costs and ultimately free up resources for more in-depth and quality journal-

ism. In addition, the use of AI can also create opportunities for the better realization 

of public values, such as media diversity, freedom of expression, and inclusiveness.  

Motivated by the challenges, risks and opportunities that a wider use of AI brings 

to the media sector and society, the EU-funded AI4Media project [5] aspires to i) 

deliver the next generation of core AI technologies, ii) ensure the embedding of ethi-
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cal and trustworthy AI into future AI deployments, and iii) reimagine AI as a human-

centered, trusted and beneficial enabling technology for media and society. 

AI4Media aims to advance the AI state-of-the-art in four key technology areas, 

with a view to unify a currently fragmented landscape of media related AI and offer 

solutions for the ever-growing needs and challenges of media organizations: 

 New learning paradigms and distributed AI: AI models that adapt and learn on-the-

fly, models that teach each other, algorithms that learn from limited data; Distrib-

uted AI and AI systems operating on the Edge. 

 Explainability, robustness and privacy in AI: Federated learning and privacy-

enhancing technologies ensuring data privacy; Technologies that protect infor-

mation systems from malicious attacks and increase robustness; Approaches for 

evaluation, systematization, and explainability of AI. 

 Content-centered AI: Multimedia metadata extraction, summarization, and cluster-

ing; Automatic audiovisual content generation and enhancement; Linguistic analy-

sis; Learning with sparse data and transfer learning.  

 Human- and Society-centered AI: Technologies for multimedia manipulation de-

tection; Political opinion mining, disinformation detection, and local news detec-

tion; User perception measurement algorithms for personalization and bias detec-

tion; Privacy-preserving content recommendation. 

The developed technologies will be tested in the context of seven industrial use 

cases that focus on the media sector, with relevance for both society and the economy. 

They cover different forms of media, such as digital content, broadcast video, film, 

audio, music, games, and virtual environments. Content areas include news stories, 

social media, media archives, and user-generated content. The use cases also address 

a variety of societal and democracy related topics such as disinformation, public dis-

course, media moderation, consumer privacy, creativity, and human-machine interac-

tion. The seven use cases will be realized through close collaboration between AI 

researchers and European media organizations or content related companies.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the AI technolo-

gies explored in AI4Media that focus on the media sector. Section 3 presents the sev-

en AI4Media use cases. Finally, section 4 draws the conclusions. 

2 AI technologies for the Media Sector 

AI4Media will conduct research in cutting-edge AI areas, focusing on tools and appli-

cations for the Media Industry. In the following, we briefly discuss the spectrum of AI 

technologies that will be examined in the context of the project and the use cases. 

New learning paradigms. The AI explosion was initially spearheaded by Convo-

lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) applied to 

well-known classification tasks. Building on this, we focus on developing faster and 

more accurate learning models by examining: techniques for lifelong learning to al-

low updating system capabilities without forgetting past knowledge [6]; new spaces 

and operators for unsupervised manifold learning to exploit non-annotated data; trans-
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fer learning to allow reusing models trained for different tasks [7]; transfer neural 

architecture search to find suitable DNN architectures fast by leveraging past experi-

ence in different datasets [8]; and deep Quality Diversity methods for DNNs to im-

prove quality and diversity of generated outcomes in gaming [9]. We leverage Quan-

tum architectures and test the efficiency of Quantum-inspired ML algorithms dealing 

with large datasets. We also move AI from centralized cloud architectures to networks 

of heterogeneous devices, to allow lightweight devices sitting on the Cloud Edge to 

run their own DNN models [10]. In this direction, we explore distributed learning and 

decentralized graph mining. 

Trustworthy AI. To ensure trustworthy AI for media applications, AI robustness, 

explainability, privacy and fairness are explored. We focus on enhancing system resil-

ience towards adversarial attacks like poisoning or evasion [11]; improving AI inter-

pretability [12] with regard to the use of DNNs for tasks like deepfake detection; im-

proving the privacy aspect of recommendation systems by combining de-centralized 

methods for federated learning [13], differential privacy and encryption; and improv-

ing fairness through detection and mitigation of bias in recommendation systems [14]. 

These contributions will be supplemented by a new benchmarking framework aiming 

to evaluate effectiveness and reproducibility of AI systems. 

Multimedia content analysis and creation. The aim is to provide improvements 

on the state of the art, such as development of better automatic video summarization 

algorithms for news agencies based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [15] 

and on combination of knowledge representation and deep learning; and to design 

better audio generation algorithms for games, exploiting DNNs and domain-specific 

knowledge for music annotation and audio analysis [16]. In addition, we explore vi-

sion-based DNNs for automatic online cinematography based on UAV footage [17], 

while also developing image enhancement techniques for 360 videos, thermal image-

ry, depth, etc. We also improve visual detection tasks by using GANs and 3D virtual 

world simulators to tackle data scarcity [18]. Finally, we improve Word Embeddings 

for NLP algorithms [19] to provide efficient multi-language models.  

Human-centered AI. Online platforms have become a central source of infor-

mation, shaping the democratic debate and society [3]. To support journalists in 

providing trustworthy information and citizens in being adequately informed outside 

of filter bubbles, AI4Media: tackles multimedia content manipulation (deepfakes) by 

combining text verification based on graph mining [20], audio analysis, and video 

analysis based on extended GANs [21] and novel video pre-processing approaches 

[22]; promotes healthy political debate by including diversity and novelty in recom-

mender systems to avoid over-personalisation [23], and by modeling disinformation 

and political polarization in national and local scale; and finally, analyzes user percep-

tion of social media through a combination of user studies and content analysis [24]. 

3 The AI4Media Use Cases 

AI4Media has designed seven use cases that demonstrate the use of AI in the media 

industry, including aspects of human-centric, ethical and trustworthy AI (see Fig. 1). 
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The AI4Media use cases (UC) are inspired by market needs, emerging opportunities, 

and a range of industry challenges, and they highlight how AI applies throughout the 

media and content value chain and how different types of media players aim to ad-

dress user and business needs with novel AI solutions. 

The use cases deal with a broad range of media processes that will be optimized 

and enhanced by the application of state-of-the-art AI technologies. The industry 

partners gather a set of user requirements for new AI functionalities with a view to 

upgrade available tools already used by the media sector with AI features developed 

by the project (see section 2). In the following, we present the seven use cases.   

 

Fig. 1. The AI4Media use cases. 

3.1 UC1: AI for Social Media and Against Disinformation 

While disinformation activities and the volume of related verification work increase, 

the workflow for verifying digital content items and detecting disinformation remains 

complex, time-consuming and often requires specialists. The current generation of 

support tools lack functions for identifying the most recent forms of manipulated 

content and easily understanding disinformation patterns in social media. In addition, 

technologies used for content manipulation and disinformation have become more 

advanced, also involving synthetic media. There is a need for upgraded, easy-to-use 

tools with trusted AI functions, as more journalists and other researchers will be in-

volved in content verification and disinformation detection tasks. In order to ensure 

acceptance of AI-based tools and the feasibility of their implementation, users need to 

judge aspects of trustworthiness with regard to machine-generated results and predic-

tions, such as Explainability, Bias Mitigation, Robustness or Ethical Compliance.  

This use case from Deutsche Welle and ATC leverages AI technologies to improve 

support tools used by journalists and fact-checking experts for digital content verifica-

tion and disinformation detection. New AI-based features will be made available 

within two existing journalism tools: Truly Media [25] (web-based platform for col-

laborative verification) and TruthNest [26] (Twitter analytics and bot detection tool). 

Two topics are covered: i) verification of content from social media with a focus 

on synthetic media detection, and ii) detection of communication narratives and pat-

terns that are related to disinformation. Another aspect is the exploration of Trustwor-

thy AI in relation to these topics and the specific needs of media organisations.   

The detection and verification of synthetic media refers to both synthetically gen-

erated media items and synthetic elements within media items. This provides contex-

tual information for the verification process, helping journalists and researchers to 

understand specific manipulation activities. The more advanced synthetic media be-
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comes, the more difficult and time-consuming it will be to detect it. While there are 

useful and entertaining applications for synthetic media, it is also used for targeted, 

malicious disinformation. Synthetic media items misused for disinformation purposes 

are colloquially known as Deepfakes [27]. All types of content can be synthetically 

generated (or manipulated): text, images, audio, video and elements within AR/VR 

experiences. Synthetic Characters can be either fictional or with high levels of like-

ness to a person, its voice and personality. 

Another goal is to provide AI-based tools for better understanding communication 

patterns in social media that are related to disinformation. This includes the detection 

of topical disinformation campaigns or stories, which may entail false or distorted 

information. The latter can emerge dynamically, or be steered by certain social media 

actors and networked communities in order to achieve a specific objective.  

We address these challenges by collecting specific user needs in the area of content 

verification and disinformation detection that might be solved by advanced AI func-

tionalities, including needs for associated Trustworthy AI features. Once respective 

AI tools have been developed in AI4Media, they will be tested against end user and 

business needs within Truly Media and TruthNest (see Fig. 2).  

 

Fig. 2. AI technologies for content verification and disinformation detection developed in 

AI4Media will be integrated in existing journalism tools like Truly Media. 

3.2 UC2: AI for News - The Smart News Assistant 

Journalists face a challenging environment where the amount of incoming content is 

ever increasing while the need to publish news as fast as possible is extremely press-

ing. On top of that, journalists need to ensure that published content is trustworthy 

and relevant for its audience. The use case focuses on the concept of a Smart News 

Assistant, i.e. a tool that will support journalists in the creation of news stories by 

providing a variety of AI-enabled functionalities for story production and develop-

ment, story curation and publication, and audience engagement. 

Story development will be facilitated by providing automatic story suggestions 

based on analytics of past audience engagement and trend detection in social media, 

as well as by providing real-time suggestions during article preparation, e.g. suggest-
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ing relevant articles or video content from news archives and warning about fake 

news. Functionalities for automated news articles summaries, automated article index-

ing and annotation for easier search, automated content curation and adaptation to 

different audience needs, and personalised news experiences based on past behaviour 

of news consumers will be supported to enhance story curation. Finally, semi-

automated moderation of online discussions about news articles, including polarisa-

tion detection and classification of disagreements, and automatic management of au-

dience feedback will be supported to facilitate audience interaction and engagement. 

3.3 UC3: AI for High Quality Video Production & Content Automation 

This use case aims at supporting broadcasters’ newsrooms (and in general information 

and entertainment production) in reporting unexpected events like natural disasters 

(e.g., floods, earthquakes). Generally, whenever similar events occur, newsrooms 

need to readily publish and update fresh news in a very short timeframe. It is evident 

that the “time” variable plays a crucial role: providing and getting news on time can 

make all the difference and the entire production process is stressed. Together, con-

tent quality and reliability must always be properly and readily verified before flow-

ing into the production chain. AI4Media aims to broaden the horizons along three 

perspectives involved in such just-in-time, high-quality production process (Fig. 3).  

First, timely coverage of unexpected events must be ensured. Several tools for pro-

fessional news search and filtering are available, but they lack in providing new and 

engaging information as soon as an event occurs. However, auxiliary sources (e.g., 

social media and video sharing platforms) provide a plethora of information such as 

the nature of the disaster, affected people’s emotions and relief efforts. Unfortunately, 

that content cannot be used indiscriminately due to e.g., quality, privacy and reliabil-

ity issues. AI tools for content quality enhancement (e.g., denoising, dehazing, 

inpainting), privacy protection (e.g., identity obfuscation) and manipulation detection 

are the key to overcome such obstacles. Furthermore, AI computer vision technolo-

gies can speed up the creation of metadata, e.g., descriptive information about actions, 

places and things identifiable within the content, making it easier to be searched.  

Second, broadcaster’s archives are a valuable source of information about how the 

landscape was in the past. However, archive material might be impaired and inade-

quately documented. Thus, appropriate AI-based technologies are needed for video 

restoration (e.g., artifacts reduction, colourisation) and metadata extraction (e.g., im-

age and video captioning). Furthermore, drone technology can provide unprecedented 

viewing experiences, e.g., by gathering data from inaccessible or arduous areas. Ar-

chives and drones might work in synergy and even amplify each other’s results. Ar-

chive material might help in pre-setting operational drone’s parameters (e.g., flight 

paths, altitude, speed) while drone camera footage might be used to assist the video 

restoration process, e.g., by providing chroma information for video colourisation.   

At last, open data, professional newsgathering services and broadcast archives are 

the main data sources that could be used to enrich the storytelling with e.g., graphics, 

statistics and reports about past events related to the present one. AI may help the 
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editorial staff analyse data and identify patterns and insights from these sources, thus 

reducing the effort for data scraping, aggregation, mining and transformation.  

Results of AI4Media are expected to bring benefit along the whole value chain, in-

cluding journalists, editorial staff, TV production, rights and privacy management 

departments, as well as media researchers. Finally, to the audience, who will enjoy 

always new, modern, original and high-quality content. 

 

Fig. 3. AI4Media aims to empower the whole news production process: from news analysis to 

high-quality and impactful content creation. 

3.4 UC4: AI for Social Sciences and Humanities  

Scholars from the humanities and social sciences have been adopting digital methods 

into their respective fields. Large, publicly accessible datasets allow researchers to 

distill trends beyond individual occurrences of media phenomena. This use case pro-

vides researchers (and by extension investigative journalists) with practical methods 

to sift, connect and analyze various data and media collections in search of factual 

responses to broad societal research questions. Our aim is to provide the AI-based 

tools that facilitate identification of patterns or new research questions in aggregated, 

multi-modal collections. Based on the AI tools, we envision an infrastructure that will 

facilitate gathering and preparation of data to support macro-level analysis, e.g. the 

role of political and gender bias in media programs, and micro-level analysis, e.g. 

close reading of specific programs, bias effects of speaker selection, and topic presen-

tation. This includes the use of Computer Vision analysis and Natural Language Pro-

cessing, but goes beyond detection of individual features, to equip researchers with 

reliable and explainable analyses and visualisations at aggregated levels. 

This use case focuses on issues of framing, representation and bias: topics of great 

interest to social sciences and humanities. However, the definition and operationaliza-

tion of such complex societal issues is itself subject to debate. Scholars will develop 

their own understanding and identify more specific instances of these broad phenom-

ena, e.g. the degree to which talk show hosts interrupt female versus male speakers, or 

the representation of violence in news channels covering a conflict. To facilitate such 

research with AI-based tools requires a great degree of flexibility and configurability. 

At the core, the tools should enable researchers to perform basic operations: detect 

entities in various modalities within large multi-modal datasets. But for example, 

what exactly the tools detect, which confidence scores for results are to be used and in 

which combinations entities should occur should be configurable by the researchers. 
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Finally, academic research has the highest standards when it comes to transparency 

of methodologies, fairness of representation in training sets and research reproducibil-

ity. Therefore, this use case will also evaluate the pre-conditional requirements for 

trustworthy AI-based tooling, which allows scholars to confidently deploy the tooling. 

3.5 UC5: AI for Games  

Over the past decade, the game industry has undergone drastic changes. There has 

been an increase of online games, digital distribution platforms, mobile and social 

games. Digital games are now services that rely on continuous developing and adding 

new content over the lifetime of the product in a winner-takes-all market. Before 

launch, optimizing a game for the market is crucial for success.  

AI can provide a radically new approach for testing and optimizing games by let-

ting developers test thousands of different configurations and cases instead of a few 

hundred or less. It can replace or augment existing practices by providing product 

evaluations faster than current methods. Additionally, AI may even provide methods 

for generating content automatically. The game industry is seeing an increased need 

for automation and improved efficiency. Finally, AI has the capacity to provide new 

gaming interactions. For the past decade, new control devices have been appearing 

with the aim to replace the traditional gamepad and provide more natural interaction.  

To address these issues, this use case aims to advance the game testing, design and 

interaction through AI algorithmic innovations. It focuses on three topics:  

“Automated testing for Games”: AI agents can be used to automatically detect bugs 

and glitches in video games by autonomously playing them and compiling test reports 

as human testers would do. Video game testing is a time-consuming process that tra-

ditionally has been entrusted to human testers. However, the future of the game mar-

ket sees an increasing adoption of the game-as-a-service model, where new content 

has to be provided to players on a monthly basis. Therefore, quality assurance be-

comes a vital part of the game development cycle, as the new content produced has to 

be continuously tested. 

“Improved music analysis and synthesis for Games”: This aims to help developers 

to choose or conceive background music or sounds. In video games, the audio track 

has the role to strengthen the atmosphere of the present scene, and it has an impact on 

the emotion felt by the user. Developers can either choose music from a catalog or 

delegate this task to music composers or sound designers; but automatic AI tools may 

help, especially in the case of dynamic changes and procedural content generation.  

“Natural game interaction through edge analysis of camera stream”: With cloud 

gaming, end users can play games without dedicated hardware and directly interact 

with games running on the cloud and streamed to their home. A Smart TV equipped 

with a standard RGB camera coupled with AI on the edge will replace the gamepad 

for natural game interactions. The camera stream will be analyzed with AI models 

that dynamically adapt to the available resources and offloaded to the edge. The out-

put of the analysis (e.g. human body detection, gestures) will be interpreted into game 

commands within stringent latency requirements and ensure the privacy of end users.  
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3.6 UC6: AI for Human Co-creation  

Content generation is an exhaustive project often developed by a single or a reduced 

group of people. Many of the tasks involved require a high level of craftsmanship, 

and as such are available to a reduced number of experts after extensive training. In 

an era where content is consumed in a greedy manner by a gigantic audience, content 

creators face the necessity of novel tools to assist them in their creative process. 

Music creation uses novel technologies in many ways, and a wide range of tech-

niques are employed by composers routinely. These technologies have been evolving 

dramatically in recent years, with the introduction of AI into music generation. While 

this is a great opportunity for creators, it requires an increasing level of technical pro-

ficiency, out of reach of non-experts. A novel industry may emerge from this set of 

possibilities and requirements, giving each user a new personal experience of media 

addressed particularly to each taste. Authors need novel tools to develop their work 

and expand their creativity beyond the constraint of potentially automatized tasks. 

Our goal is to reduce the gap between novel content creation techniques, in particu-

lar raw audio music, and artists/creators. The content may be also created and ma-

nipulated in real time according to external inputs. Tasks related to content creation 

are of different complexity, some of which are already performed in an automated 

way. In this context, novel tools may contribute to an efficient creation task, where 

efforts of the artist or creator are focused on deeply creative tasks, relying less on 

critical parts to be performed by an AI assistant. 

The elaboration of creative assistants has a wide application to many different 

fields of creation. While visual arts are suited to the application of AI tools based on 

CNNs, recent developments on RNNs or similar techniques allow the efficient pro-

cessing of music, speech, or video. In this context, the scope of interest of these tech-

niques will soon cover the complete spectrum of content production. 

This approach has potential impact in a broad range of disciplines, where the com-

bination of data sources could add value. Beyond visual arts, we find many areas of 

human creation where language, image, sound, and other information are combined in 

complex ways, such as games. Tools to generate, modify and synchronise all these 

data sources are in need to automatically ensure quality and consistency of novel digi-

tal content. In this use case, we collaborate with music composers with previous expe-

rience with the use of AI to help us define new work methodologies and new ways of 

using AI in their creation. In particular, we focus on coupling raw audio CNNs with 

GANs trained with mood and emotional labels, lyrics, and other data extracted from 

music knowledge. Also, general purpose RNNs used in speech synthesis will be ex-

plored to process RAW audio from music tracks. The aim is to produce a novel way 

of content co-creation based on AI tools that reach a wide range of content. 

3.7 UC7: AI for (re-)organisation and content moderation  

Media companies have accumulated vast digital archives and collections of images 

and videos over the years. Since these collections have been gradually and iteratively 

built over time, often by different departments and units of media companies, they 
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usually have little or no metadata such as tags, categories, and other types of annota-

tions. This lack of coherent media asset organisation tailored to the media company 

business and services precludes the successful monetisation of these media assets and 

the creation and offering of new services. In addition, both big traditional media com-

panies and more so digital media platforms combine in their collections both media 

content, created by these companies, but increasingly also User-Generated Content 

(UGC). Such hybrid media archives need advanced Content Moderation (CM) solu-

tions, often working in real time to safeguard viewers and meet laws and regulations. 

 

Fig. 4. Imagga’s CM platform will be enriched with AI functionalities delivered by AI4Media. 

To address these challenges, this use case utilizes several AI-enabled tools such as 

visual tagging, categorization, and content moderation to facilitate: 

a) Automated (re)organisation of large media collections of photos and video: 

Techniques for mapping existing taxonomies and ontologies used by media compa-

nies, to restructure them to more optimal ones, and training of specialized models for 

such companies using state-of-the-art CNNs for media asset categorisation will be 

used. The know-how of consortium partners with personal and enterprise photo col-

lection organisation will be extended to mixed collections of photos and video.  

b) Automated and human-in-the-loop moderation of user-generated media content: 

We will also use existing CM solutions that combine automated detection of diverse 

and customizable types of inappropriate content, such as weapons, drugs, nudity, 

pornography, etc. with a CM platform and option to add internal or external data 

teams to verify inappropriate content flagged by AI algorithms. As part of this use 

case, Imagga’s CM platform [28] (Fig. 4) will be tested and further optimised with 

mixed and hybrid media collections and platforms where UGC can come both as 

standalone new visual content (photos, video) or as comments to existing media as-

sets, such as films, news, etc. Additional focus will be on implementing a live-stream 

optimization module for optimizing costs and precision of automated real-time mod-

eration. This will meet the growing demand of media companies to have scalable real-

time content moderation to safeguard users and meet various regulations. 
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Additionally, the two demonstrators presented in this use case will be tested by tar-

get groups of real users from media companies in Living Lab trials, in order to vali-

date their performance and help tailor them further to meet user requirements. 

4 Conclusions 

This paper offers an introduction to the AI4Media H2020 project. AI4Media aims to 

deliver the next generation of core AI technologies, including new AI learning para-

digms and distributed AI; ensure the embedding of ethical and trustworthy AI into 

future AI deployments by exploring technologies for AI explainability, robustness and 

privacy; and reimagine AI as a human-centered, trusted and beneficial enabling tech-

nology for media and society. To this end, AI4Media introduces use cases focusing on 

the media sector that cover different forms of media and digital content while examin-

ing various societal and democracy related topics, such as disinformation, public dis-

course, media moderation, consumer privacy, creativity, and human-machine interac-

tion. AI4Media is expected to build on the rich and diverse European media culture 

and its role in advancing public values, such as democracy, inclusiveness, political 

participation, diversity, and self-expression and thus contribute into strengthening 

Europe’s position in the global AI research landscape.  
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